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Encyclopedia of candlestick charts thomas n. bulkowski

This book is a useful reference for beginners to advanced technical analysts. It contains statistical data for the performance of more than 100 shaman patterns in both bull and bear markets, provides identification guidelines, and explores the performance of long candles versus shorts and shadows. Of particular
importance are chapters that delve into important discoveries and those that explain each table in detail and discuss the methodologies behind them. A useful addition is visual indexing. Generally easy to read this book makes a welcome addition to most technical analysis books. - Encyclopedia IFTA magazine of great
research candlestick charts, great organization, and wealth of information. Not only does Tom identify the best profiles, he shows the practical way of trading every one. It puts the best results straight ahead, rather than playing hide-and-search with the reader. You don't need to be a graphic painter to get the value of this
book. I highly recommend it. - Perry Kaufman, author of New Trading Systems and Methods, Fourth Edition Man Can't Live on Bread Alone, according to Tom Bulkowski's research, one can't trade by candlelight alone. Tom's intense statistical work seeks to truth in the frequency and reliability of trading with candlestick
charts. His comprehensive and comprehensive research will provide the reader with the opportunity to open the eye to help guide them in their business decisions. This is a must-read edition of a heavy-caliber piece of commercial literature for every merchant who uses candles. - John Person, author of Candles and Axis
Trading Point triggers and head of Nationalfutures.com when I wrote the third edition of the candlestick chart explaining, I thought I had thoroughly covered every aspect of this respectable technical analysis. Tom has written a solid reference that can be easily used in coordination with other books in this exciting area. An
encyclopedia of candlestick charts is a reference that every technical analyst will want to own. - Gregory L. Morris, Senior Portfolio Manager, PMFM, Inc., author of The Candlestick Chart Explain, Third Edition and Complete Guide to Encyclopedia Market Indicators of Great Candlestick Charts, Great Organization, and A
Wealth of Information. Not only does Tom identify the best profiles, he shows the practical way of trading every one. It puts the best results straight ahead, rather than playing hide-and-search with the reader. You don't need to be a graphic painter to get the value of this book. I highly recommend it.? Perry Kaufman,
author of New Systems and Trading Methods, the fourth edition of Man Can't Live On Bread Alone, according to Tom Bulkowski's research, one can't trade candles alone. Tom's intense statistical work seeks to truth in the frequency and reliability of trading with candlestick charts. Ihs Comprehensive research will give the
reader an eye-opening to help guide them in their trading decisions. This is a must-read edition of a heavy-caliber piece of commercial literature for every merchant who uses candles.? John Person, author of Candlestick and Hub Point Trading Operators and President of National.com When I wrote the third edition of the
candlestick chart explain, I think I have thoroughly covered every aspect of this respectable analysis technique. Tom has written a solid reference that can be easily used in coordination with other books in this exciting area. Encyclopedia of candlestick charts is a reference that every technical analyst will want to own.?
Gregory L. Morris, Senior Portfolio Manager, PMFM, Inc., author of The Candlechart Explaining Book, Third Edition and Full Guide to Market Expansion Indicators Thomas N. Bulkowski (Keller, Texas) is a successful full-time investor, author of classic chart patterns trading and encyclopedia patterns chart, first edition. He
is also a contributor to technical analysis of stocks, commodities, SFO, and active trader magazines. Before earning enough of his investment to retire from his daily job at the age of 36, Bulkowski was a hardware design engineer with Raytheon and a senior software engineer for Tandy. Candlesticks can help you
become a better trader, but only if you learn how to work, know what you are looking for, and understand the business devices that can bring out their best. An encyclopedia of candlestick charts can help you do all this and much more. Following in the footsteps of author Thomas Bulkowski's best-selling encyclopedia of
chart patterns?, structured in the same way?This easy-to-read and use reference book takes an in-depth look at 103 candlestick formations, from identification guidelines and statistical analysis of their behavior to detailed trading tactics. In each chapter of the encyclopedia of candlestick charts, you'll find: behavior and
rank, showing how theoretically each candle is supposed to work and how it actually does in both bull and bear markets, including ranking against other candles plus psychology behind the pattern of identification guidelines that describe what to look for statistics, which includes the following tables: general statistics,
elevation statistics, trading statistics volume that discuss strategies to increase profits and reduce risk, as well as tables of reflection rates and indicators to improve performance character samples, which Walking you through virtual or actual trade using real data to get the best performance, the quick table of reference
check tips to enhance performanceAcceleration of candle charts also includes chapters containing important discoveries, statistical summaries, discussion of distinct methodologies explaining each table entry in detail, glossary of relevant terms, Optical index to make the candlestick easy to recognize. Whether you're a
novice trader or an experienced hedge fund manager, the Encyclopedia of Candlestick Charts has something for you. No other book combines a comprehensive list of candles with a statistical review of its performance? The information you find here will quickly enhance your understanding of the field and allow you to
trade more effectively. - This text refers to an alternative kindle_edition edition. An encyclopedia of great search candlestick charts, a great organization, and a wealth of information. Not only does Tom identify the best profiles, he shows the practical way of trading every one. It puts the best results straight ahead, rather
than playing hide-and-search with the reader. You don't need to be a graphic painter to get the value of this book. I highly recommend it. - Perry Kaufman, author of New Trading Systems and Methods, Fourth Edition Man Can't Live on Bread Alone, according to Tom Bulkowski's research, one can't trade by candlelight
alone. Tom's intense statistical work seeks to truth in the frequency and reliability of trading with candlestick charts. His comprehensive and comprehensive research will provide the reader with the opportunity to open the eye to help guide them in their business decisions. This is a must-read edition of a heavy-caliber
piece of commercial literature for every merchant who uses candles. - John Person, author of Candles and Axis Trading Point triggers and head of Nationalfutures.com when I wrote the third edition of the candlestick chart explaining, I thought I had thoroughly covered every aspect of this respectable technical analysis.
Tom has written a solid reference that can be easily used in coordination with other books in this exciting area. An encyclopedia of candlestick charts is a reference that every technical analyst will want to own. - Gregory L. Morris, Senior Portfolio Manager, PMFM, Inc., author of The Candlestick Chart Explanation, Third
Edition and Full Guide to Market Expansion Indicators - This text refers to an alternative kindle_edition edition. Start reviewing an encyclopedia of well-thought-out book candlestick charts with some useful statistics for many candlestyles. The problem is to identify them all and chain many candles at a short distance from
each other and try to deduce something. Also, the identification of candles should be a little more mathematically explained, rather than giving a general idea, so it should be better to backtest them. Not bad if you subscribe to wrt wrt effectively market timing art this is a much needed book in the art analysis arena, so I
ran across it and that the author took the time to put it together. This is a much needed book in the art analysis arena, and I'm very glad I ran So that the author took the time to put it together. ... More introduction. Confessions.  An introduction. Results. Summary of statistics. 3. 8 new price lines. 4. 10 new price lines. 5.
12 new price lines. 6. 13 new price lines. 7. Give up the baby, downward. 8. Give up the child, bullish. 9. Over the stomach. 10. Block in advance. 11. Under the stomach. 12. Belt hold, downward. 13. Belt hold, upward. 14. Separation, Down. 15. Separation, Bullish. 16. Candle, Black. 17. Candle, short black. 18. Candle,
short white. 19. Candle, White. 20. Hide the child's ingestion. 21. Dark cloud cover. 22. Deliberation. There can be no action on the deliberations. 23. Dougie, Dragonfly. 24. Dougie, Galing Down. 25. Dougie, Even Habing. 26. Dougie, Graveston. 27. Doge, long-legged. 28. Dougie, North. 29. Dougie, South. 30. Dougie
Star, Habeesh. 31. Dougie Star, Ascendant. 32.. Star Doji, Collapse. 33. The negative gap is three ways. 34. The downside of Tsuke Gap. 35. Swallow, down. 36. Gripping, Bullish. 37. Evening Doji Star. 38 pm star. 39 The fall three ways. 40. Hammer. 41. Hammer, inverted. 42. Hanging of a 43-year-old man. Harmi,
Habeesh, 44. Al-Harami, rising. 45. Harami Cross, Habeesh. 46. Harami Cross, Rookie 47. High wave. 48. Homing Dove. 49. Matching Three Crows. 50. In the neck. 51. Kicking, Falling. 52. Kicking, Bullish. 53. Bottom Ladder. 54. Another bottom swallow. 55. Last swallow top. 56. Long Black Day. 57. Long White Day.
58. Marupuzo, black. 59. Marupuzo, Black Close. 60. Marupuzo, White Close. 61. Marupuzo, Open Black. 62. Marupuzo, Open White. 63. Marupuzo, white. 64. Matt Hold. 65. Low matching. 66. Meeting lines, bearish. 67. Meeting lines, bullish. 68. Morning Doji Star. 69. Morning Star. 70. On the neck. 71. Hole pattern.
72. Riccho Man. 73. Height three ways. 74. Separating lines, downward. 75. Separation Lines, Bullish. 76. Star Shooting, One Candle. 77. Star shooting, two candles. 78. Along with white, downward lines. 79. Side by side white lines, upward. 80. Yarn top, black. 81. Yarn top, white. 82. Stick Sandwich. 83- Takori Lines.
84. Three Black Crows. 85. Three inside down. 86. Three inside up. 87. Three-line strike, downward. 88. Three-line strike, bullish. 89. Three Out Down. 90. Three Out Up. 91. Three Stars in the South. 92. Three white soldiers. 93. Payment. 94. Triple Star, Down. 95. Tri-Star, Ascendant. 96. Tweezers, bottom. 97.
Tweezers, Top. 98. Two black gapping candles. 99. Two Crows. 100.Unique three river bottom. 101. Gap Upside Down Three Ways. 102. Gap upside down two crows. 103. Upside Down Tsuke Gap. 104. Window, Fall. 105. Window, height. Bibliography.  Glossary and methodology. Visual index. The subject index.
Index.
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